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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in 1947, has

been included in a continuing program of research to validate the
tests against success in many different occupatiors. The GATB
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Fotm

Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard

scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,

and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in

terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in

predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental

sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in

this report. A description of the validation sample is included.
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STANDARDIZATION OF THE. GENERAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY
FOR

COLD MILL OPERATOR 4-88.018
HOT MILL OPERATOR 4-88.018
PAYOFF OPMATOR 6-94.821
REWIND OPERATOR 6-94.822

SLITTING-MACHINE OPERATOR II 6-94.205

8-352 or 8-98

Summary

The General Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A, was administered to a sample of
51 *en employed at . the .Hunter Douglas Corporation .plant in Riverside, Cali- .
fornia in one. or more of the 'following occupations: -Cold Mill OPerator
4-88.1:$18,Hot Mill Operator 4-88.018, Payoff Operator 6.:94.,821, Rewind Opers...-

' tor 6..94,822 ''ofTi.Slitting-Maohine..Operator II 6-94.205. The criteria obli
!listed of nUpeiiisery ratings expressed.in broad categories and in' rank r_._

order. 'On'thi basis of mean soores, standard deviationeii correlatienti With
the -oriteria4 job analysis ciata and their econbined seleotilre efficiency,
Aptitudes S-Spetial Aptitude, P-Fotm:.Perception,.F-Finger Dexterity and

:;. M-Manual Dexterity were seleoted for inclusion in the test norms.

GATB Norms for Cold Mill Operator 4-88.018 .Hot Mill. 0 eratOr 4-88.018 Pa ff
tVez=atT-3e.-4-ra or 6- 4.

5 B- 5 or 8-9

Table I shows, for B-1001 and 8-1002, the minim= acoeptable score foii eaoh
aptitude included in the test norms for H-352,-or 8-98

TABLE I

Mao ne 0 era r I

Minimum Acceptable Saores on 8-1001 and B,-1002- for B:.35a or 5-98
imIlwrimimillmalm.11.1111M171YEINENNIMIMII

B-1001 8r1002

Aptitude Tests Minimum Acceptable
Aptitude Score .

Tests..'
Minimum Aooeptable

Aptitude Score

CB-1H:
C8.1-F

CB-1-A

C8-1-M
C13.1.41

80

1

Part 3

Part 5
Part 7

Part 11
Part 12

Part
'9

10

80

80

86

96



Effectiveness of Norms

The data in Table IV indicate .that 13 of ,the 18 poor workers., or. 81 percent
of them, did not achieve the minimum Scores .established as cutting scores on
the recommended test norms. This, shows that '81 percent of the Poor smirkers
would not have been hired -it the reoommended test norms had been used in the
selection process. 'Moreover, 28 af the i29 .workeri whgimade qualifying test
scores, or 90 percent, were good werkers..
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TECHITICAL RETORT

Problem

This study was conducted to determine the best combination of aptitudes and
zainimum scores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for
the occupations of Cold Mill Operator 4-88.018, Hot Mill Operator 4-88.018,
Payoff Operator 6-94.821, Rewind Operator. 6-94.822 and Slitting-Machine
Operator II 6-94.206..

/I. Sample

The GATB, B-1002A, was ,administered to 60 male workers employed at the Hunter
Douglas Corporation plaint in Riverside, California in one or more of the fol.
lowing ocoupations,, Cold Mill Operator 4-88.018; Hot Mill Operator 4-88.018;,
Rewind Operator 6-94.822; Payoff Operator 6-94.821; and Slitting-Maohine
Operator II 6-94.205. All parts of;the GATB, B-1002A, except Parts 1 and 2
were administered to the 60 workers during December 1985. Parts 1 and 2 of
the GATB were administered during February 1966 to 61 of the 60 workers. The
final sample includes the 61 men who had beeM given all parts of the GATB,
B-1002A.

Training consists of on-the-job instruction. Workers-oan achieve satisfactory
production on one or more phases Of the job in approxiMately .two months. Come.

pany officials estimate that it is.kes 6.months to train a 'worker to the point
Idler* he is proficient in all of the jobs covered by this test development .
study.

Workers are selected on the basis of a personal interview. The .00mpany
prefers to hire high school graduates; however, the basic) requirement is
that all workers speak, read and write Rnglish.

Table I/: shows:the ,Meansb'..standard.:,4eviatiOnsi ranges,. and PearsOn..produot. .
moment oorrelatiOns,i',with the difitetia-i/for age, 'eduoation:and.evnerience.-.

. .
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TABLE II

Means (M), Standard Deviations (a), Ranges, and Pearson Product-
Moment Correlations with the Criteria (or and r)

for Age,- Education sand Experience

Cold Mill OPerator 4-88.0l8
Hot Mil/ ... Operator '4-88:018
Payoff .OperatOr 6-94.821
Rewind Operetor 6..94.822

Slitting-Machine' Operator II 6-94.205

Age (Yeers)
I,

EduoatiOn (years) :

acperienoe (months)

51

Range ,

, 7

26 9 4.9- -.329* -.174'

11.1- 1.5
.20-48
8-15 .188 !ale

21.1 i1.7 2.44 -.085 ,.059

* significant at- tie. 05 level,

The negative correlation between age and the' criterion consieting of broad
category ratings is significant at the .06 .level, whioh may indloate-that

the younger Woryers tend to be the.best ,workers and/or .that the ,raters,were

biased in faVor.'Of -the Younger 'workers.:.: Six of the 51 workers in, the, sim-

ple had less than the 6 months of :exPerience.whioh the company. offisials

consider to be the minim= time required to become profiaient on"all or the

jobs ,in. this study.' ,However, eabh of theSe Workerfi- had -had at least -the. ..

two months ,pf, eXperience required to'ibeCoMe prafioient: on one Or 'more phases
of the :job'..ind'their .performances' pOuld.!berated for 'test` deveicipmenk pur-
poses.' mib iiatk in Table II Indicate that' this lampleH is suitable, for test

development':puiposes with respect tO age,:ednoation'and experience.

Deooriptions

Job Titles s" Cold Mill OPeratoi 4..88.018
Hot Mill Operates 448.010
:Payeff Operator 6-94421
Rewind Operator 6-94.822
Slitting.liaohine Operator II 6-94 205
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Job Summary: Performs one or more of the following duties to produce
flashed rolls of aluminum venetian blind strips: Slits aluminum stiidk to
precise size by operating a Slitting Machine; trims and reduoes thic, ess
of aluminum strips by operating a Cold Roll Machine; reduces thiokness of
heat treated aluminum strips by operating a Heat Roll Machine; pre-treats,
paints and forms aluminun strip stook into finished rolls of aluminum
venetian blind strips using special equipment. Sets up and adjusts machines;
sets levers and treadles; uses electric band cutters to out and trim aluminun
stook; manually feeds aluminum stook into machines; inspeots aluminua strips
for defects and checks them with micrometer; makes any additional machine ad-
justments required to insure that strips will conform to speoifioations.

, IMaintains machines in good working order.

Cold Mill 0 erator
; Trims and reduces thioknass of aluminum strips by operating

-s. four, five, or six stand Cold Roll Machines Lifts roll of stock from sup-
ply rack with air hoist and positions it in stock: hOlder. Trims portion
from end of strip with hand cutter, and inserts the trimmed end between feed
rollers. Adjusts hand controls on each stand to set reducing rollers proper
distance apart and to heat them to specified temperatures. Tests water and
muter soluble oil solution with test tube to determine if solution mixture
is according to specifications, and corrects any variation.'- Sets cutting
tools for proper tria, and adjusts water and water soluble 'oil flow. ! Starts
machine, observes operation, and makes additional adjustments if nee Beery.

1
-Returns to load and prepare a reserve roll of stock in supply holder Stops
machine at end of cycle, approximately 15 minutes, kicks finished ro 1 of
strip off onto roll catch with air-off ram button, and pushes it aside. Re- .
turns to other end of machine, brings next roll into position, inserts end
of roll between rollers, and starts machine. Returns ,to finished roll, un-
rolls a sample section by hand; iUspects visually and by micrometer for
uniformity, and makes any necessary adjustments. Rerolls sample, measures
with a rule graduated-'in degrees of "Weight; and posts lot number and weight
on a label. Secures,.Moist'gumMed piece of paper tape from tape machine
on desk, and with label attacheattapes free end of strip to roll. Marks
lot number and specifications "on finished roll with master pen. Transfers

i I .

finished roll onto suspended hook -s.ttached to slow moving overhead conveyor
ohain, or to a holding rack. RePeats loading and unloading operations, and
inspects each completed roll. Walks uP, an4 down, or stands at various posi- .

tions along length of maphine to Observe Operations. Posts simple records
on material received and output.:' .Pulls oUt scrap trim material from bed of

.

machine with small hooked hand tool-, approximately every 20.:ninntes*: and
discards in scrap box: Changes, cutting:toOls when they became dull or de.

; . . . , , .

festive, and adjusts for proper trim. Drweees reducing rollers 'with a '

diamond pointed hand tool, approxinatelk two times during a -shift.,
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Hot Mill Operator
Work Performed: Reduoes thickness of heat treated aluminum strips by
operating a Heat Roll Machine: Lifts roll of stock from supply rack with
overhead air hoist, positions it in roller rack mounted on tracks, with
free end up, facing oven. Clips free end of strip in a cast iron holder,
and places holder on top of roll. Opens air-operated oven door and rolls
rack into oven. Repeats operation until oven is loaded with 9 to 15 racks.
Closes oven door, and adjusts temperature. Adjusts hand controls to set
reducing rollers proper distance apart, and to heat them to specified tem-
perature. Tests water and water soluble oil solution with test tube, to
determine if solution mixture is according "to speoifioations, and corrects
any variation. Adjusts flow and level to bring liquid within six inohes
from top of tank. Picks up cast iron core,wheel, on which finished strip
will wind, and positions it on rewind spindle. Returns to oven, reaches
into oven with small hooked hand tool, and pulls out holder with end of ,
stook attached. Removes holder with gloved hand, outs off portion tof
strip with hand cutters to remove bent ends, and inserts end of strip be-
tween feeding rollers. Pushes start and stop buttons ,to "inch" material
through machine', observing machine operation and making additional adjustl-
ments -where neoepsary. Cuts off portion of processed strip with hand mit-
tens, inspects Visually and by micrometer to determine if machine set u.i)

is to specifications, and makes any adjus-bnents needed. Starts machine'
and stands at various positions along machine to observe operations.
Stops machine at ,end of cycle, apporximately 15 minutes, kicks finished
roll of strip from spindle onto roll stock catch with air-off ram button,
pushes it aside, and installs another core wheel on rewind spindle.
Returns to other end of machine,.'repeats prooess .of securing and trimming
strip from oven, inserting end between feeding rollers, and starting ma-

chine. Returns to finished roll, unrolls a sample section by hand, in-.1

spects visually and by micrometer for uniformity, and makes any additional
adjustments if necessary. Rerolls sample on wheel, measures with rule
graduated in degrees of weight, and poste weight, lot number; and specifi-
cation on a label. Secures moist gummed piece of paper tape from tape
machine on desk, and witii label attaohed, tapes free end of strip to rolls-.

Marks lot number and specifications of finished roll with master pen.
Transfers finished' roll onto suspended hook, attached to slow moving Over..
heat conveyor chain, or :to a holding rack. Repeats leading and unloading
operation, and inspects each completed roll. Posts simple records of
material received and output. Dresses reducing rollers with a diamond
pointed hand tool, approximately two times during a shift.

Pyoff
ifOr PerMme.: Pre-treats aluminun strip, stook: .Inspects visually each
roll of .aluminum.stock in..supply,rack for; defects.:; Marks any defectiveiroll

with a pink rejection slip, -and by'overhead.air _hoist's' places roll .asid in

a rack tO be returned. Adjusts .hand'IValves' to regulate' presdure .ef 'steam .

through 'coils, of degreasing .tank;.'and to.regUlate.water .spray in:rinse tank.

Checks temperature of acid taxikvand-7:-reports any deviation from specification



to the leadman. Contaots over inter-cam system, rewind operator at other end
of the line, and upon mutual agreement, rewind operator starts machine. Ad-
justs tension and tracking of strip so that it runs in center of rollers.
Walks along maohine, approximately 50 feet, observes operation, and makes any
additional adjustments neoessary. Returns to supply reek, lifts a roll of
stook fram supply raok with over-head hoist, positions it in the baok reserve
section of one side of the dual trough-shaped supply holder, and behind roll
running through machine. Trims oorners from end of strip with stationary
hand cutter, to facilitate threading of machine, and inserts the trimmed end
into small annealing heat box above supply holder. Repeats operation on other
side of supply-holder. Inserts heated end of reserve roll over strip running
through machine; when one roll is nearly exhausted, pulls hand lever to apnea
both strips together, and to cut off old strip. Performs same splicing opera-
tion on other side of supply holder when that roll is nearly exhausted.
Pushes both rolls of stock into front position of supply holder, and repeats
operation of loading back reserve sections of supply holder with two more
reserve rolls of stock. Repeats splicing and reloading operations approxi-
mately every 55 minutes. Adds acid to acid tank each hour, cheoks tempera-
ture, and posts the information to aoid addition record. Changes degreasing
pads in degreasing tank approximately two times during shift. Changes squee-
gee rollers in rinse tank when they fail to wipe properly. Abrks with rewind
operator to repair may splice that separates. Runs two or three machines at
a time, and is responsible for keeping equipment and area olean.

Rewind Operator
WolAc Performed: Paints and forms aluminum strip stook into finished rolls of
venetfan bfind strips Sets up machine by adjusting guide rollers, former
rollers, paint rollers and paint flaw from pressure tank, according to speoi-
fications, Adjusts footage meters to ring a bell -when rewind spindles have
within 10 feet of the required footage. Contacts Payuff Operator at other
end of line by inter-oom system, and upon mutual agreement, starts up machine.
Adjusts tension and tracking of strip so that it runs in center of rollers. -

Walks along maohine, observes operation, and makes any additional adjustments
neoessary. Pushes finished Roll Catch Cart, meunted on a track, iinto posi-
tion in front of rewind spindle. When 'bell rings alloits 10 additional feet
of strip to mind on spindle. Cuts strip with hanA cutters, and steps on air
treadle which automatioally dumps roll forward onto finished roll oatoh cart.
Cuts off additional strip, approximately 4 feet in length for a sample) and

guides running strip onto and around rewind spindle. Inserts pre-stampea
specification ribbon tioket between winding strip,and pushes!finished roll
catch cart aoross aisle to other machine. Inspeots samplelvisually for
finish and color. Measures convex side of sample with a gauge, runs sample
through a machine, flattens it out, and inserts it between pegs on wooden
board to check if width is according to apeoifioations. Secures moist gummed
piece of paper tape from tape maohine on roll oatch cart, and tapes free end
of strip to roll. Inserts plastio core in roll, picks up roll by hand and
stands it upright on skid. Holde roll with one 'hand, and"with other hand,
removes pre-folded oardboard box from raok, stands box on end, rolls finished
roll into box, and lays box flat on skid. Repeats operation of unloading,
inspeoting a sample, mnd boxi lc: when next bell rings. Hauls skid baok to box



sealing unit, when skid has 12 boxes of finished rolls, and replaces with
empty skid, by operating hand lift truck. .Determines when te shut down,
and reason for shut down: Cuts out defective material, marks reason for
defect, line number, operator number,..date, and sets defective roll aside.
Cuts out the .defeative material while machine 'is running, if defective
material,.whioh is' ooming thrOugh,,is not caused:by paint. line, :and/or is
only a temporary condition.. ';Keeps foetage 'records of production, scrap
and the reason therefore, and total OUtPut. Makes oirnwashhnp, and completes
change of color when color specifications are changed. 'Inspects...rubber
paint rollers for defeats during wash up and ieplaees them if necessary.
Stamps speoifioation on ribbon, tickets, and on the 'p're-folded boXos prior
to, and/or during shift. Runs two, machines,' eaoh of .whioh 'rewinds' two
rolls at a time, and is responsible for keeping.equipment and area clean.

Slitting-Maohine Operator II
Work Performed.: Slits .aluminUm stook into Strips by operating a Slitting
WERTEZ Sets up.Machine to. trim 1/2r from each side of ,7r.widtfi. of 'stock,
and slits stock, in thiee equal strips, or to precise width. Lifts roll .of
stook from a supply reek with overhead air hoielt, and:positions it In a
troughshaped holder with free end up facing slitting machine. Cuts ,por-
tion of steak from-bethontside and. inside .end of .rollwith an electric
hand cutter to remove marred or dathaged material, and disaards in crsp

. box. Bends portion of outside roll:of stoOk 'stiaight .with hands to, facili.
tate threading of stook into machine. Trips,:treadle, allowing.stook to
roll in position at front of ,holder. Unlockshand: lever and -opens feedi.e.
rollers. Inserts end of Stock between rollersand looks rollers in.place.
Adjusts oil- bath flow,' starts machine; allows',:shert run,land stops machine.
Inspects strips visually.and. by miaiometer.'and:mekes adjUstMents neceieary
to meet specificationa. Starts machine and &idea strips as they emerge

. with right hand to form first roll in jig/ holdei,: Observes rni.ohine opera-
tiens, ani when machine is perferming:'properly, retUrns ;to repeat loading
and prepares next roll of stock in suPplY helder. Positions stock in' sup-.
ply holder behind :roll; running thiough machine, and against 'trip treadle
stop bar. Stope machine at end of cyale, apprOximately, 5 minutes, lifts
finished rent+ of strip from holder at end Of machine irith hoist, and
simultaneously. With left hand, unlooke hand leVer and opens feeding rollers.
Returns to stock ,supply holder, 'trips treadle alloWing stock to .roll in
position, inserts end betWeen rollers ,. leeks rollers in plaee, and.'starta
maohine.. -Returns to finished roll, on.:hoist, :unrolls a sample 'section by
hand,; inspects visually and bY miCromeiter: for unifOrMity; and Makes any
adjustments necessary. Rerolls .sample and poeitioni: finished roll in rack
at side of madhine.- :Repeats process Of loading and unloading machine, and
inspeiiting each completed-roll. Poste :simple,:reciords :Om Material received
and output. Changes cutting tools When they become dull or defective, and

'
adjusts for prOper trim.. Replased..trim' wimp box When full with empty '1?Ox,

by operating hand lift trdék. .
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limideftsiltftz
Ali et Wire delft et the 045216 11400211. were administered to the sample groUp..

itsiftdma

um *Merle eanalaind ot supervisory ratings expressed in broad categOries
ned St rmser eider eeperrieory ratings.
de *mod Catepery latinges no broad oategory' ratings were prepared by first

sad 111010111114 i1 rldSOIMI MB or Deomabsr 1955. Bach worker was placed
imam el"the delitorlag three eatogoriees *Above Average," "Average," or
ittirilsor Agyersme.° Those Woad oategory ratings were converted into rpian-

tillstilim ewes. The °above average group with 18 workers, the "aver-age"
IIMPINOwith nestorre sad the *below average° group with 18 workerd were
emstipad oom et H. 40 and U. raspectively.

i

Ilk Raft Order 1141111.111 osesevisors did not feel qualified to preiare

visors woe 'with a merit rating fora to be used as an aid in
"IMO 41111401P Or tie limbers without some guidelines. The super- .

msimbalehlirg a proliminary est or rank order ratings. Ratings on uality
154 14/1111/ali et prodastioe were made on the merit rating form and
1111111 ISOM tISd :tom those ratdngs served an a basis for establishing
tin preliminary est or rank order ratings. The final rank order ratings

Iwo estalktished by the oonreronos nethod in January 1956. The ranks

mom sorivorted to linger scores for computational purposes.

A oorrelatioa eeerfielent or .69 was obtained between the broad category

Mins mad 'the rank order ratings.
Statiatteal end Qsalitativo Analysis
SIM. In shown the means stands4 deviations and Pearson produot-momezr

serrolations with the orileria for the aptitudes Of- the GM. The Means
end etandard deviations or ihe aptitudes are oomparableto general popil-

lanes moms with a nean or 100 and a standard deviation of 20.

...
, , Z
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TABLE III

Means (M), Standard Deviations (cr), and Pearson Product-Moment
Correlations with the Criteria (Cr and r) for the

Aptitudes of the GATB

Cold Mill Operator 4-88.018
Hot Mill Operator 4-88.018
Payoff Operator 6.94.821
Rewind Operator 6-94.822

Slitting-Machine 'Operator I/ 6-94.205

N 51

Aptitudes
,

G-Intelligence 100.,5 14.3 .071 .138
V.-Verbal Aptitude , 96.3 13.4i .001 . .169
N-Numerical Aptitude 97.4 15.9 .098. .137
S-Spatial Aptitude .105.5 17.6 .115 .106
P-Form Perception 96.8 .14.5 '.427**1 .340*
Q-Clerioal Perception 98.9 11.6 .204 .219
K-Motor Coordination 100.6 14.9 .215 .063
F-Finger Dexterity 94.6 15.9 .352* .249
M-Manual Dexterity 103.5 17.3 .291* .044

_

** Significant at'the .01 level
.

* Significant at the .05 level

The statistical results were interpreted in the light of the job analywisl-
data.' The job analysis indicated that the'following aptitudes measured,.
by theAATB appear to be important for these occUpations.

Form Perception (13) required:An the vistial inspection Of sample,
strips for oolor and .shading at ,the end' of the paint line end in
the inspection of rolls durinethe slitting and rolling operations
for unifOrmity and freedom.:fro*defects' such as roll marks..

Finger Dexterity (F) required in:the manipulation of precisien
measuring instruments .. and. in ;himdling and.: fingering' sample strips,
of aluminum stook when.making inspections....

Manual Dexterity (M) requir4d..in.handling chain hoists and
oon6rol levers guiding .aluniniim strips into maohine arid onto
rewind coils, changing and .adjUstingout-ting tools, and in
handling small hand tools.:



The highest mean scores in descending order of magnitude were obtained for
Aptitudes 8, M, K and G, respectively. All of the aptitudes have standard
deviations of less .than 20. Aptitude Q has the lowest standard deviation.

For a sample of 51 oases, correlations of .353 and .276 are significant at
the .01 level and the .06 level of oonfidenoe, respectively. Aptitudel P
correlates significantly at the .01 'level, and Aptitudes F and M correlate
significantly at the .05 level With the criterion consisting of ratings in
broad categories. Aptitude P also oorrelatlos significantly at the .05 !level
with the criterion consisting of rank order ratings. Aptitudes S, P, F and
M were considered for inclusion in the test norms on the basis of the quali-
tative and -quantitative factors cited above: Aptitudes P, F and M appea*ed
to be important on the basis of job analysis data and showed signifioar0
correlation with the criterion consisting of ratings expressed in bi-oadl

categories; Aptitude P also correlated significantly with 'the rank order
ratings oriterion; and Aptitudes S and M exhibited the highest mean seOres

for this sample

Tetrachorio correlations with the criterion consisting of ratings expressed
in broad 'categories were oompUted for several sets of trial norms consisting
of various combinations of AptitUdes S, P, F and M and appropriate cutting
scores. The broad oategory'ratings, rather. than the rank order ratings;
were seleoted for this purpose beoalise the broad categories provided a. logi-
cal point of dichotomy between the.".5elow Average" and "Average" workeis
Norms which 'included all four of these aptitudes yielded goad seleotive
effioienoy.

The cutting score for Aptitude S was, set at one and one-half standard
deviation units below the mean and rounded to the nearest five-point score
level. The cutting scores for Aptitudew P and M were set at one standard
deviation below their respective mean scores and rounded to the nearest
five-point score levels. For Aptitude F the cutting score was set it one-
half standard deviation below the mein and roanded to 'the neai.est adjacent
five-point score level. Setting 'cutting scores at these levels yielded good,.
selective efficiency for the norms and resulted in scores of 80, .80, 85 and:"
85 for Aptitudes S. P. F and,M, respectively.

For the purpose of computing the ,tetfachorio.'correlation coefficient between

the test norms and the criterion,and :applying the Chi. Square teit, the cri-

terion was dichotomised with thoie wCrkers rated as "Above Average" and "Av-
erage" placed in the high criterion-.irouP,' and with those rated as "Belaw.

Average"' placed in the law critefion:.troup. This resulted in 16 'of the 51

workers, ,or 31'percent of the santPlek,being placed in the low Criterion 'group.

Table -IV shows- the .'relationship between test noims consiSting of Aptitudes
S, p, F and U with Critical scores of_ 80# 80, 85 and 85, respectively, and

the dichotomised criterion for Cold kill Operator-4.88.018 Hot Mill Opera-
ter 4411.03.6. Payoff Operator 1-14.621, Rewind Oprator 64.04Sse and slit.:
ting-Machine Operator II 6-94.205. Workers in the high criterion group
have been designated as "good workers" and -those in the low criterion group

as "Poor workers.*
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TABLE TV

Relationdhip betweemL Test NorMs Consisting of Aptitudes 8, P, F an X
with Critioal Scores of 80, 80, 85 and 85, Respectively, and the

.

Criterion for Cold Mill Operator 4-88.018, Hot Mill
.

Operator 448410, ...Payoff Operator 6.94.821,,
ReWind Operator 6-94.822 and tlitting-Maohine Operator 11 6.94.20b

,
.,N

Non7 Qualifying
Test Seores

Qualifying
Test Scores I Total

Good Workers
.

- 26 .35

.Poot Workers 13.. . 3 . : 16

Total 22 29 61 '

.,... *-'r.:77, :-..77": :
.

:.rxtet F... *2,3..-, '.. p/2 < :.0005

....-;...!The 'data Arc:. the abOve table indicate a high and...isignitiOatit 'rele!tionshii.);:bet.ween.::'''''
-:..f.:..- -..the teiet norms and the oriterion for this sample. " ...

. i :
laIri :Conolusioha

. . .-;,i,'.,.:.... ..... .. 4 -

.,

-',Ou the basis of mean sooresp oorrelatiois viiwthe CriterOn; job analysi-S,: '. ::. ':i,.......... :,.; -).data and their combined 'seleotive efficiency, Aptitudes -8 ,,.Pi. F . and.m with' ...; ..;;.;-
.

'In UM soorei of 80, 80, .85 and 85, respeotively, are recommended as B-1002'.
,. ,.,.

.

.....*:,..,.- nOrms for the occupations 'Of Cc:ad Mill ,Operator 4.88.018, Hot Mill .0perator
488.018, Payoff, Operator '8,94.8210 Rewind Operator 6-94.822 4/3.d Slittin&.*: ..r1;4:*7;7".*'.1;''i
MdChine -operator II;t-94.i0er"Th-e-e-cru-ciirerit .B..10or-170......731.-b..Of g:85,-
P-eo, 1?....90 and.m.:90.

..... .. .

-TX. Determination of occupational Aptitude Pattern .. .

,

When the specific test norms for aroi occupation include four aptitudes, only .

those occupational aptitude patters,whiCh inoludelthree of those four apti-
: ..

tudes with cutting scores .that,;are.:*thin 10'points, of 'the Cutting scores
established for the specific. nOris* Tire' considared:..for that 000upation. Four
of the existing 22, 000upational.:aPtittide ;patteiriis: meet these 'criteria fOr
this study. ,These occupational eptitUde.pai'tei* and theit B.1002 'normi are
OAP-13, 2-75,, P-75, M.75s OAP-14,- 8.80,-F-90, .M.85i OAP.48; P-75., F-80, M.80
and 0AP-22, 3-856 P-90, F-65. ."-The:.seleativer efficiency, of eaoh of these_

..o
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OAP's for -OAS sample was determined:by meand'of the tetradhoric correlation

technique. Significant relationships were obtained between OAP-14 and.OAP-16-.

and the dichotomized criterion,- and'eac4.Of these two 0Ans screened Ont a
proportion of the:eaMple that was:vithin'the,required range Of .10 to .60.

-However., the highest tetrachoricfoorrelOion,',.76 with a standard error of

.23, was obtained-fOr.OAP722... ThelmoPOrtiOn-Of the sample screened out by'

PAP-22 was Theref!ore, It is recoMiendedthat OAP422 be used in2coUnsel..

Ing for the oo0Upationa Of pd14 kV. Vioeritor ,68.016ot Operator:'
.

_ . _

4-88.018, Payeff 00erat4r-,6.;-S6.621,-ReWind Operator 6-94.622iand Slitting7,

Machine Operator XX q.44:2qqc.!'


